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QUESTION 1

The VRRP advertfse-lnterval is 2s, preempt mode is enabled, Delay Time is 3s, then which of the following is the
Master_Down_Interval time? 

A. 2s 

B. 4s 

C. 9s 

D. 6s 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following statements about LAN switch is correct? 

A. LAN switch is transparent for user, it does not modify the data field of the forwarded frame. 

B. LAN switch can still operate normally even when loop exists. 

C. LAN switch can detect loop according to the contents of the packet. 

D. LAN switch can modify the data field of the forwarded frame when necessary. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Compared with VPLS, what are the characteristics of EVPN? 

A. EVPN needs to be configured to be in full connection state on all PEs on the carrier\\'s backbone network. That is,
PWs must be set up between any two PEs. 

B. By using the EVPN technology, PB on the carrier\\'s backbone network do not need to establish full connections,
which greatly reduces the network complexity and reduces the number of signaling messages. 

C. EVPN enables a device to implement load balancing among multiple EVPN routes with the same destination MAC
address but different next hops when managing MAC addresses. 

D. The PE learns the local and remote MAC addresses and their IP addresses through ARP and MAC address
advertisement routes, and caches the information locally to prevent ARP request packets from being broadcast to other
PEs and reduce network resource consumption. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4
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PIM-SM relies on particular unicast routing protocol for RPF check. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following statements about traffic policy In CBQ configuration ate correct? 

A. Traffic policy nesting means one QoS policy contains another QoS policy, the behavior of the parent policy Is a sub-
policy. 

B. Traffic policy is used to bind traffic classifier with traffic behavior. 

C. Traffic policy can be nested infinitely. 

D. The traffic policy applied to some interface can not be deleted. 

Correct Answer: A 
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